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Rewriting history



git commit --amend



git rebase -i



“fast-forward” vs “non-fast-forward”
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What about v1?



git reflog



mutt -f =Sent



Public mailing list archives



Git tracks history



We rewrite history



We need the history of history
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Pull the patches out of git



quilt patch files



debian/patches/*



git rebase -i



Pull the history of the patches out of git



Versioned branch names
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We have a version control system!



Cover letter

[PATCH v2 0/5] feature: summary of new idea
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Collaboration



“Never rewrite published history”



How can you collaborate on it?
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Demo



Internals

INTERNALS.md
https://github.com/git-series/git-series/blob/master/INTERNALS.md
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trees can refer to commits

“gitlink”
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Working and staged (as seen in status)?
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Avoiding errors
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suggest a design flaw
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Every series has its own independent
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“(new, no commits yet)”
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Rust and libgit2



https://github.com/git-series/git-series

Questions?
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